
A Home Owner's Guide to Home Building Variations

Building your dream home is the biggest investment you can make. One of the biggest risks to
home owners is increased contract price. Variations affect cost, time, and quality of build. Learn
how to manage these risks by being mindful of when Variations are allowable, and what to do if
they’re not.

What are Variations?

Variations are changes or alterations made to the work, which are outside of, or contrary to, those
specified in the scope of works.

These include changes to the:

● Design
● Materials
● Quantities
● Quality
● Work sequence
● Scope of Work

Both the Home Owner and the Builder may request for Variations, provided that they follow the
proper procedure laid out in their construction contract, and that both parties agree on the
proposed Variations.



Examples of Variations

In residential construction in NSW, Variations usually involve changes to, or deviations from the
Plans and Specifications.

Our research shows that in 2021, the kinds of Variations that occurred during home building were
as follows:

● Additional Materials and Installations, which was the most frequently-occurring Variation
at 54.1%, followed by:

● Additional Work to Comply with Government Regulations
● Changes in Price of Materials
● Omissions from the Scope of Works
● Additional Certification and Design
● Changes to the Plans
● Additional Insurance
● Additions to the Scope of Works



Variations in home building, when proper

Variations are not inherently wrong. Either party is allowed to make requests for Variations, and to
be valid, the proposed Variations need to be approved and agreed to by the consenting party.

These procedures should be found in your contract’s Variations Clause.





When Variations in home building become a problem

In the preceding section, we saw that Variations aren’t inherently bad - that there is a procedure to
be followed to ensure that the Variations are valid, and hence, are allowed to affect the cost of the
build.



On the other hand, there are instances when Variations become a source of building dispute, or
may potentially become a source of dispute.

The graph below shows the typical scenarios when Variations may be, or have become, a problem:

From the above, we can see that the most common Variations issue that clients need advice on
are on whether or not Variations proposed by the builder should are proper and should be allowed
(37.5%); while the most common Variations disputes are those having to do with unconsented
deviations from the Plans and Specifications (29.2%).

What to do when you don't agree with the Variations

Your contract has clauses that tell you what you can do if and when the builder makes Variations
that you don’t agree with, or when the Variations you agreed to results in a price dispute. These
usually involve sending them a breach notice, and a dispute resolution procedure.

https://l.workplace.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.contractsspecialist.com.au%2Farticles%2Falternative-dispute-resolution%2F&h=AT0ICF14YKfeb5SESJNFi_UnVydTRzgYD5Lr7t0eClktXnBPn6lbSZ0d7e_ShjUgSp5PyE7uagm40HUETqvsL21yijz9eE6SWxv4fOIJDmMHHVfObIqUkYv_7BsfC1IZRqOb1GKV6d_YLlcW




If dispute resolution is not the solution

In cases where the Variations dispute remains unresolved despite having undergone dispute
resolution procedures, you may take your matter to the Office of Fair Trading. If after that, the
dispute still remains unresolved, you have further recourse with the NSW Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (NCAT), and final recourse with the courts.

How We Can Help

If you are building your home, and you want to know if you should go ahead with proposed
Variations, or if you want to propose Variations yourself, or if you need advice on whether the
Variations made are proper or not, and in the latter case, if you need assistance in resolving a
Variations dispute,  feel free to book a consult with our specialist construction lawyer.

https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/about-fair-trading/how-we-work/protection-schemes-and-systems/home-building-dispute-resolution
https://www.ncat.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.ncat.nsw.gov.au/

